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The Hump Day began with Farrah sharing a video of herself doing yoga on Instagram. Following that,
Farrah posted a short video of herself running around on a yacht talking about how she is a single
mom, entrepreneur, and the “Swiss Army Daddy”. In Farrah’s most recent video she’s shedding

more light on her bisexuality. This comes after the Twittersphere recently buzzed about the video
star she’s been dating. Their relationship started last summer, and so far, neither of them have

revealed much about it to the world. In an interview with The Daily Mail, Farrah Abraham explains
that they only date when they travel together. She told the outlet that they only get closer when

they’re away, but that they also agree not to date other people when they’re together. The recent
video of Farrah Abraham shows just how long the public has followed her since she was first

discovered on MTV’s reality show, 16 and Pregnant. She’s been a Teen Mom since 2011. As of 2017,
she’s made appearances on E!s Fashion Police, of course, Teen Mom 2, and a special guest hosting
duties on Kyle and Jackie O show. She is also the star of Personal Life and Abraham Vs. Dean and

shares her personal and often heated opinions through Instagram. In 2017, Farrah was a contestant
on RuPauls Drag Race Season 9, with Dream Girl’s Oksana Platero. Soon after, we were shocked to
see Farrah on the covers of US Weekly and In Touch Weekly with her beau and soon-to-be husband,
Corey Gamble, and Kandi’s son and her son's father, Kameron Bodden. We did a story about their

relationship back in 2016, but the story was changed to reflect the fact that Farrah was engaged to a
woman. Fast forward to 2017, and we are yet again shocked to see Farrah's latest social media

material coming from a different gender in a new relationship, with her fiancé, Corey. This time, it's a
video of Farrah giving her opinion about gay marriage. We're glad she's got a lot of opinions on

everything. Her social media accounts never seem to be short of a few views and it seems like she's
had a lot on her mind. Farrah has achieved so much during her 28 years of life, but to see that she
was an advocate for LGBT rights even before she made her name in Hollywood was both surprising

and very refreshing.
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